Editorial
Many bacteria are known to regulate their cooperative activities and physiological processes through a mechanism called quorum sensing (QS), in which bacterial cells communicate with each other by releasing, sensing and responding to small diffusible signal molecules called autoinducers 1 . This process of intercellular communication called quorum sensing was first described in the marine bioluminescent bacterium Vibrio fischeri 2 . Vibrio fischeri lives in symbiotic associations with a number of marine animal hosts. In these partnerships, the host uses light produced by Vibrio fischeri for specific purposes such as attracting prey, avoiding predators or finding a mate. In exchange for the light it provides, Vibrio fischeri obtains a nutrient-rich environment where it resides. A luciferase enzyme complex is found to be responsible for light production in Vibrio fischeri. Bioluminescence occurs only when Vibrio fischeri is at high cell density, which is controlled by quorum sensing 3 .
It is now known that many bacteria (Bacillus subtilis, Pseudomonas aeruginosa, Staphylococcus aureus, Streptococcus mutans, Streptococcus pneumonia, etc) regulate their social activities and physiological processes through a quorum sensing mechanism, including symbiosis, formation of spore, bacteriocin production, genetic competence, programmed cell death, virulence and biofilm formation 4 . The process controlled by quorum sensing is diverse and reflect the specific needs of particular communities. In many bacteria, quorum sensing represents a central mechanism to regulate social activities, allowing bacteria to reap benefits that would be unattainable to them as individual cells. Increasing evidence shows that quorum sensing mediated social activities favor microbial interactions and are believed as major mechanisms to regulate population level virulence of bacteria. These studies have produced important insights into the social biology of microbes in biofilms and in bacterial infections 5, 6, 7 .
Quorum sensing is emerging as an integral component of bacterial global gene regulatory networks responsible for bacterial adaptation in biofilms. The discovery of the widespread use of quorum sensing system in bacteria is
